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SPORT INNOVATION CHALLENGE? 
WHAT IS the

An annual challenge to invite and engage students in
the development of innovative solutions to current
and future challenges of the sports industry.

Each year, we partner with a swiss sports organization
to present tangible and impactful problematics, 
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Putting the world's best skiers and
snowboarders up against each other
on the world's best mountains.



PROBLEMATICS?
What are the
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Business Model | How to diversify revenue streams and
ensure a safe economic growth.

Marketing | How to offer more value and become an
attractive partner for mountain resorts.

Inclusion | How to engage more girls and women
(athletes and spectators).
 
Fan engagement | How to adapt to new ways of
communication and get the audience be more active.

PRIZES?WHAT ABOUT 

1st

2ND

3RD
&

Ski passes during Xtreme Verbier
Access to VIP area (food + drink)
Tour of the Xtreme Verbier backstage

Ski passes during Xtreme 
Verbier & FWT Merch

& the possibility to work with the FWT
to implement your ideas!



EVALUATE THE SOLUTIONS?
HOW DO WE

20%
INNOVATION

Creativity, originality, and relevance of
the presented ideas. 
Do the ideas address the problematic in an innovative way?

 Solutions aimed at enhancing social,
economical or environmental sustainability.
Are the ideas sustainable in at least one of the pillars?

20%
SUSTAINABILITY

20%
legacy

Alignment with the organization’s brand
and core values for years to come.

20%
feasibility

Ease of implementation and thought of
required resources.
Is the execution of the ideas within the perceived
capacities of the organization?

20%
presentation

Quality of presentation (oral & visual).
Are the ideas well pitched and articulated?
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"In our app you will have all the important
information about the FWT. There is the
possibility to interact with each other, the
safe practice of the sport is promoted and
there is even the possibility to contribute
something to the environment. Our app is
possible thanks to our partnerships." 
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the finalists?
WHO ARE
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"A grassroots solution will lead to
sustainable growth in female participation.
SEE IT, BE IT will create a safe and
comfortable freeriding environment for girls
through increasing the number and
exposure of attainable role models."

"A phased approach including increased
sponsorship opportunities and broadcasting
a defined product. With safety and
sustainability measures in place our plan to
reach a wider audience will raise revenues
and sustain the future of FWT."

Mentor: Ingrid Beutler

Mentor: Jean-Laurent Bourquin

Mentor: David Egli
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the finalists?
WHO ARE

"Organising children's and talent transfer
camps for the base of the pyramid and
giving top athletes the chance to be
heroes of powder and wilderness is the
secret sauce for securing Freeride World
Tour revenues."
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"FWT can engage more women by adding
a mix gender team event which will help
FWT build a reputation of inclusion & foster
collaboration between athletes. FWT will
use an innovative technology and
communication campaign to support the
endeavour."

"FWT breaking into the VR world. Our main
goal is to bring the sport closer to the fans
in a sustainable way as well as give them
taste of the adrenaline without any risk and
create a strong connection in the long run."

Mentor: Anna Hellmann

Mentor: Andreas Csonka

Mentor: Juan Carlos Holgado
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the finalists?
WHO ARE
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"Freeride and celebrate. The mountain
alone is no longer enough to be an
attractive partner. That's why we
developed the Free Ride Festival, in which
resorts and the FWT benefit from new
segments and the attractiveness of a
partnership increases." 

"We have to encourage the female riders
to become role models of today to create
the future females of tomorrow with the
cooperation of the FWT and the ski
schools. Therefore, we need to optimize
the visual link between freeride and FWT
for the general public."

"Experience the FWT through an extra-
ordinary virtual reality experience from
the perspecive of an athlete."

Mentor: Kristin Brynildyen

Mentor: Marco Ienna

Mentor: Antoine Pellaud
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Dominik Pürro
Swiss Olympic 
Head of Federation Support

Martina Van Berkel
Swiss University Sports

Digital Innovation Manager

Joris Vautier
Freeride World Tour

General Manager 

the JURY members?
WHO are
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Hubertus Devroye
Adecco
Chief Marketing Officer



student association
Sport innovation challenge is an evenT BY 
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OUR COLLABORATORS
BUT IT WOULD NOT BE POSSIBLE WIHTOUT


